
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1183

Announce?

Everyone was stunned and puzzled. What did Lin Fan want these

Patriarchs to announce?

And at this moment, Zheng Honglian stood up and said loudly:

“From today, our four giants will unite together to reach a cooperation

with Miss Bai Yi’s Xin Bai family, and fully invest in Jiangshi’s… Xin

Bai’s family. !”

Boom!

The audience was in an uproar!

It turns out that the four giants came to invest in Jiang City not

because of the separation of families, but because of Bai Yi!

Puff!

At the moment, the old man Bai was paralyzed to the ground in fright,

his face was gray, and his most worried thing had happened after all.

Maybe they are here to invest in our new Baishi?

Lin Fan’s stupid words before, were like thunder, constantly exploding

in his mind.

Originally, they sneered at these words as a big joke, only thinking that

Lin Fan was daydreaming.

But now!

What Lin Fan said turned out to be completely true!

“No, it’s not true…”

Old man Bai’s face was ashamed, and his heart was full of bitterness.

He only felt that God had made a big joke with them.

The family that was swept out by them turned out to be a partner of

the four giants?

This… how is it possible!

Not only his Bai family, but everyone present felt unbelievable, and

looked at the four masters with horrified eyes!

It’s just like a dream!

How can these two wastes let the four masters come to the door to

seek cooperation?

What’s more, it made the four hegemons who dominate Jiangnan bow

and say hello?

Everyone is going crazy!

“Mistaken! You must be mistaken. These two people are just trash.

They are not qualified to cooperate with you at all!”

Zhu Yun yelled and couldn’t accept this scene at all.

When he came today, he was trying his best to make Bai Yi and Lin

Fan ruin and ruin their family!

But once they reach cooperation with the four giants, it is equivalent to

reaching cooperation with the king of the blood prison. How can he

still have the opportunity to retaliate?

At the moment, he stared at Bai Yi and Lin Fan with ugly face, and

roared wildly:

“These two damn dog men and women, they also insulted the King of

the Blood Prison and Lin Zuo just now. You must smash them into

pieces!”

just!

The voice just fell!

Da Da Da…

Outside the door, there was a burst of intensive footsteps, which was

the sound of army boots hitting the ground.

After a while, two lofty and domineering figures appeared on the spot

with a group of well-trained soldiers!

“Dragon Tiger God of War!”

Seeing this, everyone’s eyes were splitting, and it seemed that they

couldn’t believe that two of the dignified Chinese Eight Great War

Gods appeared in this scene at the same time!

“See the God of War!”

Everyone was almost scared to pee, when even they quickly knelt down

towards the God of Dragon and Tiger.

The expression on his face is extremely nervous.

This is in charge of a legion with one hundred thousand soldiers, and a

stomping is enough to wipe them out!

However, the two Gods of War did not even look at these people, and

said shockingly:

“I am waiting in the name of the forest seat to congratulate Mr. Lin

and Miss Bai Yi on their cooperation with the four!”

Boom!

Everyone suddenly shook like thunder, and their bodies trembled

fiercely.

Their expressions completely solidified at this moment!

Listen… You got it wrong?

Correct! You must have heard it wrong!

At this time, they couldn’t believe that Danglinzuo would have ordered

the Dragon and Tiger God of War to come and congratulate the two

wastes.

Click!

At this time, Lin Guangyao was shocked and squeezed the wine glass

in his hand. The whole hand was already bloody, but he didn’t notice it.

Those horrified eyes stared at both Lin Fan like this.

Lin Fan and his wife, know Lin Zuo?

This…this is impossible!

In an instant, the expressions of all the guests present changed

drastically, and everyone looked at Lin Fan and his wife with a ghostly

look.

It’s almost scared to pee!

No wonder these two people dared to be so arrogant, and even dared

to sit in the seat of the woods. It turns out that they actually knew that

powerful existence!

Puff!

Zhu Yun could no longer withstand this shocking blow, as if he was

drained of all his strength and sat on the ground feebly, his face was

already dead!

That’s it!

He is completely finished!
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